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The College of Business Statement Regarding Academic Dishonesty 
The College of Business regards any act of academic dishonesty as a major violation punishable by 

severe penalties, including dismissal from the University.  University policy requires that instructors and 

GAs report all suspected cases of academic dishonesty to the appropriate Academic Judiciary 

Committee, which is empowered to take strong action against violators, including expulsion from the 

University.  Please note that there is a link to the Academic Judiciary web site on the Blackboard home 

page. 

Under no circumstances will the College of Business permit cheating of any kind.  Many activities 

constitute academic dishonesty.  The following list is not inclusive, only suggestive: 

On Examinations: 
 Referring in any way to the examination paper of another student. 

 Use of materials (notes, books, etc.) not explicitly permitted by the instructor. 

 The exchange of any information concerning the examination with any other person after the 

examination has begun. 

On Papers: 
 The submission in whole or part of the work of another person as if it were your own. 

 The citation of the work of others without proper reference and credit. 

If you have any questions about the honesty of an action, please consult with any faculty member for 

clarification.  We will not construe such consultation as evidence that you have committed any violation 

or are even contemplating it.  We will not accept failure to understand the rules as an excuse. 

If you are considering any act of academic dishonesty, the College of Business advises you in the 

strongest possible terms to abstain.  The consequences associated with academic dishonesty are 

substantial enough literally to ruin your career.  DON’T DO IT. 

What is Plagiarism? 
There is nothing wrong with using the words or thoughts of others or getting help.  Indeed, it is good to 

do so as long as you explicitly acknowledge your debt.  It is plagiarism when you pass off the work of 

others as though it were your own: 

 Copying without quotation marks or paraphrasing without acknowledgment from the writing of 

someone else. 

 Using someone else’s facts or ideas without acknowledgment. 
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 Submitting work in one course that you submitted for credit in another course without the 

permission of both instructors. 

You can strengthen your paper by using material by others – as long as you acknowledge your use, and 

as long as you use that material as a building block for your own thinking rather than a substitute for it.  

When you use published words, data, or thoughts, you must footnote your use.  (See any handbook or 

dictionary for footnote formats.)  When you use the words or ideas of friends or classmates, you should 

thank them in an endnote (e.g., “I am grateful to my friend so-and-so for the argument in the third 

paragraph.”)  If friends just give you reactions but no suggestions, you need not acknowledge that help 

in print (though it is gracious to do so). 

The academic and business worlds depend on people using the work of others for their own work.  

Dishonesty destroys the possibility of working together as colleagues.  Faculty and researchers do not 

advance knowledge by passing off the work of others as their own.  Students do not learn by copying 

what they should think out on their own.  Therefore, the University insists that instructors report every 

case of plagiarism to the Academic Judiciary Committee, which keeps records of all cases.  The 

recommended penalty for plagiarism is failure for the course and possible expulsion from the 

University. 

Unintentional plagiarism is still plagiarism.  You cannot plead ignorance.  Therefore, if you have any 

questions about the proper acknowledgment of help, be sure to ask your instructor. 


